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This study, conducted from a register-perspective (Biber & Conrad 2009), aims to provide a
corpus-driven description of the use and function of contiguous and non-contiguous multiword units used across four pharmaceutical registers: patient information leaflets, summaries
of product characteristics, clinical trial protocols and chapters from academic textbooks on
pharmacology. This research extends an earlier preliminary study limited to two
pharmaceutical text varieties only (Grabowski 2013).
The research material is a purpose-designed corpus of English pharmaceutical texts with
approximately 2.2 million words. The study – largely based on the methodology proposed by
Biber (2006, 2009), Goźdź-Roszkowski (2011) and Roemer (2009, 2010), with some
modifications – was conducted in three stages, namely the functional analysis of 4-word
lexical bundles (top-50 by frequency; short 4LBs) and phrase frames (top 20 by frequency;
short 4PFs) based on these bundles. Finally, the most frequent structural patterns (after Liu
2012) based on the most frequent 4LBs and 4PFs were identified in order to further increase
the pedagogical value of the results.
Due to large swaths of descriptive data obtained from the analyses, the results are only
summarized in this presentation. All in all, the study revealed some patterns of intradisciplinary register variation between different text varieties used within the pharmaceutical
sector. More specifically, the use and functions of 4LBs and 4PFs were found to be text typespecific (with the clinical trial protocols being the most repetitive and patient information
leaflets the most formulaic); considerable differences with respect to the choice of referential
4LBs and 4PFs show that register variation is not only function-related, but also contentrelated. These differences arise from the context of use and communicative functions of the
text varieties under scrutiny. Finally, it was revealed that the problem of measuring pattern
variability of 4PFs requires further research in the future.
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